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ABSTRACT

During the last few years, the methods used by
EMPRESARIOS AGRUPADOS and INITEC to perform
Architect-Engineering work in Spain for
nuclear projects has undergone a process of
significant change in project management and
engineering approaches. Specific practical
examples of management techniques and design
practices which represent a good record of
results will be discussed. They are
identified as areas of special interest in
developing A/E capabilities for nuclear
projects. Command of these areas should
produce major payoffs in local participation
and contribute to achieving real nuclear
engineering capabities in the country.

INTRODUCTION

The international nuclear community has
maintained a continuing interest in the
Spanish nuclear program since the early 70's,
at which time the government authorities,
electric utilities and local industry initia-
ted a remarkable joint effort to maximize
domestic participation in the fields of
engineering, design, equipment manufacturing,
plant construction, and support to plants in
operation, in such a way that, although the
Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) design is
imported from basically two sources - USA and
Germany - the generation of nuclear power
plants presently under construction in Spain
will reach approximately 85% local participa-
tjon.

Architect-Engineering (A/E) companies
have made an important contribution to the
nuclear program in Spain. Today, essentially
100% of the architect-engineering and
construction management services for nuclear
power plants presently under construction in
our country is provided by Spanish A/E
companies using local resources and
capabilities.

Also, as an indication of their technical
qualifications, Spanish A/Es have been selec-
ted by NSSS vendors to participate in the
international market to perform A/E services,
using as reference plants those designed by
them in Spain.

This paper presents some positive
experiences in developing A/E work, obtained
from EMPRESARIOS AGRUPADOS1 and INITEC's
participation in the Spanish nuclear prograa
during the last sixteen years.

A brief explanation of the scope and res-
ponsibilities assigned to A/E companies in
nuclear projects in Spain is first presented,
followed by a review of selected areas con-
sidered of special interest in developing
capabilities for, and a modern approach to.
nuclear project engineering.

THE ROLE OF A/E COMPANIES IN THE SPANISH
K'UCLEAR PROGRAM

Spain's first three nuclear power plants
were .built during the 60's on a turnkey
basis. For the rest of the nuclear units
contracted since 1971, which are now either in
operation or at different stages of construc-
tion, the contractual approach has been "by
components", with the project developed under
the direct management of the electric utility.

With this general contractual and
organizational approach, which has become
typical in our country, the electric utility
only contracts the NSSS and the turbine-
generator with the main vendor(s). The
engineering and design, the rest of the
equipment and the construction - the balance
of plant - is contracted directly and
separately by the electric utility.

To develop the project, the Spanish
utility hires the services of an A/E company
to perform the engineering and design of the
complete plant. The procurement, construction
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management, preoperational testing and startup
of the unit may also be assigned to the A/E
company, or the utility may undertake this
responsibility itself. depending on each
particular case.

As a result of this prominent role
assigned to A/E firms in the organizational
structure of the Spanish Nuclear Program.
local A/Es reorganized themselves in the early
70's to face a new system of technological
requirements inherent to the complexity of the
nuclear industry.

Encouraged by the electric utilities, and
based on available local engineering and
design resources, they worked together or in
parallel with foreign A/E companies with an
accredited record of experience in nuclear
projects. As a result of this technology de-
velopment effort, by the mid-?0's a reasonable
degree of autonomy was already obtained in the
more general and conventional areas of nuclear
projects. The technology acquisition process
concluded at tne end of the 10's. since then,
virtually 100% of the engineer ing, design,
procurement, construction management, pre-
operational testing and stailup of nuclear
power plants presently under construction in
Spain, as well as support services •:<"> operat-
ing plants, is performed by Spanish A/E firms
using local resources and capabil itier,.

MANAGING AND ORGANIZING A/E WORK FOk A NUCLEAR
PROJECT

Organizational Model

Depending on the particular characteris-
tics of each project, different A/E organiza-
tion schemes have been established from the
purely "task force" approach to the matrix
type organization, as best suited in each case
to meet customer preferences, optimize utili-
zation of resources, or maximize the tech-
nology transfer process

In the case of A/E companies handling
several projects at the same time, the use of
a matrix type organization provides optimum
utilization of resources and interchange of
experiences among all projects.

Centralized Project Management

The management of each project should be
centralized in the person of a Project Manager
who undertakes total responsibility and autho-
rity to make decisions on project-related
matters, within the guidelines established by
the Client.

The Project Management Office

Since, as a single individual, the Pro-

ject Manager is limited in terms of time,
global experience and in-depth knowledge of
each project area, he should establish a Pro-
ject Management Office under his full control,
incorporating a strong team of engineers with
experience in the various project disciplines,
such as engineering, procurement, construc-
tion, planning and scheduling, project con-
trol, etc. The members of this team should
develop an attitude of dynamism, initiative,
alertness and receptiveness with respect to
identifying problem areas and reporting any
indication of incorrect project performance,
so that the necessary corrective steps may be
taken to resolve such situations and benefit
the project.

The interfaces between the different pro-
ject disciplines inside the company itself,
and between the company and external organiza-
tions, shall be established with precision and
kept to a bare minimum. Every effort shall be
mode to define and continuously update all
interface data in project documents.

Flow of Information

Information should flow smoothly and
promptly among the various groups partici-
pating in the project. To this end:

a. Establish a system of project status re-
ports, including progress evaluation and com-
mitment control. Make these reports simple in
structure and limit them in content to the
essential.

b. Maintain periodic, but frequent, project
review meetings to clarify and expedite design
inputs reguired by the various project disci-
plines.

Expediting Vendor Equipment Data

Real progress in project detail design
cannot be made until valid information from
equipment vendors is available. For this
reason, it is highly recommended:

a. To assign an engineer to each equipment
item - or group of items -. with full responsi-
bility for coordinating the technical aspects
of the work developed around the equipment
throughout the entire procurement cycle by the
various project disciplines, including expe-
diters and shop inspectors.

b. To establish, within the Project Manage-
ment Office, a special group to support the
equipment engineers in the different technical
departments in the distribution, follow-up and
expediting of vendor drawings and procedures,
review and approval process.
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Organizational Criteria for Successful
Project Management

It would be remiss of us not to mention
our positive experiences in the use of a few
essential criteria and ground rules for suc-
cessfully organizing A/E activities in a large
nuclear project:

a. The organizational structure and the
decision-making process must remain clear at
all times. There should be no doubt as to
where the authority to make decisions lies.'

b. Project management must be provided with
flexible and simple project control tools.

c. Nuclear projects are of a lengthy dura-
tion, go through several phases with different
characteristics, and have to cope with un-
expected problems. A/Es should establish a
flexible organizational structure to facili-
tate smooth transition and adjustment to the
variety of situations throughout the project.

PROJECT INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Nuclear projects generate large quanti-
ties of technical documents, engineering and
design data, material and equipment items,
subject to continuous changes throughout a
project lasting several years.

Modern management of a nuclear project
should make use of computer-based Information
Management.systems for efficient and reliable
storage, processing, integration and access to
the information handled in the project. A
system like the one whose adoption we recom-
mend, requires the development of a comprehen-
sive and integrated, correlational computer
data base for the entire project. This pro-
ject data base is, in turn, made up of se-
veral individual data bases, typically one for
each project area (e.g. planning and schedul-
ing, documentation, mschanical, electrical,
I&C, etc.), all of them interconnected.

The data base for each project area con-
sists of all technical data necessary to iden-
tify structures, systems, components, docu-
ments, etc. in the plant, which are the res-
ponsibility of that particular project disci-
pline. Each item of information is input to
the data base by the corresponding work group,
with all groups or disciplines having the op-
portunity to use the same information at any
time. Data is accessed through interactive
work stations connected to the main frame com-
puter and distributed both throughout the A/E
project head offices and the A/E project
organization facilities at site.

An optimum situation is obtained by esta-
blishing a modern communication system (e.g.
computer, word processing and electronic mail

link) between the different organizations
involved in the project (e.g. client, main
vendor(s). A/E. site, etc.). In international
projects, this aspect becomes even more rele-
vant to expedite and facilitate the use of
consistent information by all participants.

DESIGN CHANGE CONTROL AND CONFIGURATIOM
MANAGEMENT

Design changes are a major problem with
nuclear projects due to their negative impact
during the project development, construction
and staitup phases. Engineers and designers
should be motivated to minimize changes. Since
usually this is not enough, strict control of
changes should be established at a given time
in the project development.

A successful way to implement this con-
trol is to establish a separate Change Control
Group with representatives of the owner, pro-
ject management, the various design disci-
plines, construction and startup, to review
proposed changes, evaluate the impact on their
respective project areas, approve and follow
up the prompt and correct implementation of
the changes accepted.

In the process of managing and control-
ling changes, which includes registration,
classification, impact evaluation, authoriza-
tion and implementation follow-up, the most
complex task is to make sure that all the
disciplines affected are made aware of the
changes and that all approved design changes
are incorporated into the design documents.

An effective way to resolve this problem
is by incorporating the concept of Configura-
tion Management into the project, together
with the aforementioned integrated data base.

Configuration Management is a method used
to organize, structure, store and update the
project data base to ensure, at all times,
that it provides an accurate and up-to-date
description of the project status. If a
change is made in the data base, Configuration
Management can identify the software (e.g. do-
cuments) or hardware (e.g. equipment) that is
affected and requires to be changed to reflect
the latest condition in development of the
project. The decision to use Configuration
Management techniques as a method to monitor
and control changes should be made at the
inception of the project, establishing an
identification system for documents, struc-
tures, systems and components which, together
with the project data base, allows the
necessary cross-correlation between all
software and hardware in the project.

A project data base organized this way
can then continue to control plant modifica-
tions during the operation phase throughout
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plant life, assuring p]ant management and
operators of the as-built condition at all
times.

STANDARDIZATION AND RATIONALIZATION OF DESIGN

It is commonly agreed that standardiza-
tion of nuclear power plants will be benefi-
cial to the nuclear industry. From the pers-
pective of an A/E, the following practices
have provided a record of success:

a. Make maximum use of standardized design
criteria, analysis methods, system designs,
equipment specifications, valve and pipe
support catalogs approved for the project,
etc., to reduce engineering and design work,
facilitate equipment procurement and expedite
licensing.

b. Develop the plant design to obtain maxi-
mum practicable standardization and modular
design. The possibility of erecting factory
pre-assembled equipment in skid-mounted
modules, and the use of shop-fabricated
piping-valve-support modules to be carried to
the site and installed as a unit should be
planned at the design stage. This would re-
duce piping erection work at the site and
improve quality.

C. The search for solutions to shorten con-
struction and erection schedules shall consti-
tute a constant challenge during the design
phase of the project. Two examples may be
representative of this approach to design:

1. In certain applications, civil engineers
can opt for, at the design stage, the possibi-
lity of using the deck-plate construction
method as a substitute for the more tradi-
tional staging hold (shoring) method to sup-
port concrete slabs during concrete pouring
and curing. The deck-plate method simplifies
the construction process and is particularly
suitable for concrete slabs covering building
cubicles housing large equipment which, in
this way, can be positioned before the cubicle
Is covered, allowing civil construction and
mechanical erection work to proceed simul-
taneously with a reduction in plant construc-
tion time.

2. Planning the piping layout to enable
future utilization of automatic pipe welding
machines will improve both the efficiency and
quality of the piping installation.

d. When designing, think of constructability
and facilitating the future use of standard
construction and erection practices. This
will help to make construction a predictable
undertaking.

INTEGRATION OF THE PIPING DESIGN PROCESS

Piping design in nuclear projects is a
complex activity with a high potential for
impact on plant construction and operation -
positive or negative, depending on how this
subject is organized and managed at the design
stage.

Traditionally, the routing of piping is
developed by the piping designers and drafts-
men working as an independent group. They
produce piping layout drawings which are then
passed on to another separate project group,
constituted by the support designers and pip-
ing analysts, who locate and design supports
and restraints and verify code compliance.

We have found that the best method is to
integrate the complete piping design process
into one single design discipline, comprising
the entire process of production of piping
arrangement (layout) drawings, support loca-
tion and design, stress analysis, fabrication
and erection isometrics and management of pip-
ing system materials.

Piping design is essentially an itera-
tive, optimization process undertaken by the
layout designer, the stress analyst and the
support designer, who should be closely
coordinated and integrated. It is through
this interaction and working as a single
organizational unit, that piping layout is
optimized, the number of supports can be
reduced and maximum use of multiple support
structures can be achieved. Also, auxiliary
structural steel and anchor plates can be
minimized, and the number of snubbers
decreased, consequently reducing subsequent
inspection requirements during plant operation.

PLANT DESIGN AND SCALE MODELS

The design of nuclear power plants is a
comprehensive effort requiring the integration
of various design disciplines. There is
limited space within the building structure
for equipment arrangement and routing of pip-
ing, ventilation ducts and cable trays. Each
discipline has its own design requirements
which, in many instances, are not always com-
patible with the requirements of other disci-
plines.

Traditionally, each design speciality
(civil, mechanical, electrical, etc.) has
developed its own drawings. Design coordina-
tion and interface checking has been performed
by means of mutual review and comments on each
other's drawings. This approach has often
resulted in a large number of interferences
and a lack of integration and design optimiza-
tion well known in nuclear projects, where
complex and congested building layouts are the
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.general rule.

Departing from this traditional practice,
it is recommended that a Plant Design Group be
established for each project, to integrate and
coordinate the various design disciplines
(e.g. equipment layout, piping, ventilation
ducts and cable trays) related to the proper
use of physical space in the plant. Designers
from all disciplines are physically located in
the same design room and develop their work in
an integrated manner.

The Plant Design Group is also assigned
the construction of a three-dimensional scale
model. (Scales suggested are 1:20 or 1:15.)
The design model has been an invaluable tool
for design integration and verification. Both
the scale model and the design drawings are
developed simultaneously and receive mutual
feedback.

The design model facilitates the rational
use of space, helps to identify interfaces,
encourages collective thinking (i.e. integra-
tion) of designers from different disciplines,
and promotes the idea that design solutions to
facilitate future constructability, operabi-
lity and maintainability oi" the plant have to
be incorporated at the design stage of the
project.

The benefits of the model are greatly
enhanced if all the supports for all piping
(large and small diameter), cable trays and
ventilation ducts are incorporated into the
model.

USE OF COMPUTERS IN PLANT DESIGN

A lot is being written these days .about
the use of computers for plant design in
nuclear projects. Dramatic improvements have
been achieved in computer-aided design (CAD)
over the last few years. Today, one can find
a number of CAD System suppliers on the
market, offering plant design software pack-
ages. But when we talk about CAD systems to
be used in production work for plant design of
an entire nuclear power plant, we should en-
deavor to put the use of CAD techniques today
in the right perpective.

Computer-Alded Drafting

In the first place, we should refer to
computer-aided drafting as an entirely differ-
ent subject from computer-aided design. In
fact, today, most of the CAD Systems can be
efficiently used in the drafting of non-
dimensional drawings in a nuclear power plant
project. We refer here to CAD production of
piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&lDs),
control diagrams, electrical schematic and
wiring diagrams, etc. These are drawings

which are produced! today in our routine pro-
ject work with an efficiency that pays off the
cost of the system when compared to tradi-
tional manual drafting methods.

Computer drafting of these non-
dimensional engineering drawings is supplemen-
ted by the system software data extraction
capabilities, so that the information (des-
criptive attributes) associated with each
graphic symbol on a diagram (e.g. valves,
instruments: piping, etc.) can be transferred
to the alphanumeric data base for the project.

Computer-Alded Design

An entirely different subject is the CAD
production of dimensional plant design draw-
ings, such as equipment, piping, ventilation
ducts and cable tray layout drawings. We are
not referring to the drafting of two-
dimensional drawings with a CAD system which
can indeed be done, but has little practical
use. We refer, rather, to developing a three-
dimensional model in the computer, from which
all the plant design drawings can be ob-
tained. Here, again, the leading CAD system
vendors offer software packages with three-
dimensional modeling capabilities. Efficient
use of one such system for the project design
is being made by Spanish A/Es in the design of
certain buildings in the nuclear plant com-
plex, for which the amount of information to
be handled falls within certain limits of the
available hardware/software system capabili-
ties (e.g. D-G building, fuel building, etc.).
with the intention of extending this practice
to the entire plant, when system limitations
are overcome.

A/E companies are well aware that this
would be the direction towards which plant
design development would be oriented in. the
future and, although present realities are
limited to specific applications, the risk of
not following up these developments may be too
high.

For this reason, a CAD system is a neces-
sary tool today in fl/E work. Developments in
three-dimensional modeling using computer-
aided design techniques for obtaining two-
dimensional plant design drawings should be
followed up through specific applications.
The objective is to prepare a three-
dimensional plant model in the computer. In
the end, a comprehensive data base, both
graphic and alphanumerical. is created for the
entire project, from which drawings, component
lists, bills of materials, etc. can be
obtained.

In the event that a standard design is
applied to a series of plants, a practical way
to promote an extensive application of CAD to
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a new project Is to input to the computer all
the drawings (plant layout, piping, ducts and
cable tray drawings) that have been developed
manually for the previous plant in the
series. With this approach, a three-
dimensional model and data base can be quickly
obtained, with plant-unique modifications for
future standardized designs of subsequent
plants easily obtained on the computer.

Plastic Models and Three-Dimensional
Computer Models

When the time comes to produce the entile
plant design in a nuclear project through CAD
systems, the use of the three-dimensional
model in the computer should still be comple-
mented by the use of three-dimensional plastic
models, which would serve a similar function
as when the drawings are produced manually.
Computer hardware today does not appear to be
powerful enough to allow easy viewing of the
plant design. For this reason, scale models
should continue to be used in conjunction with
CAD Systems as a design tool.

Computer-Aided Engineering

Structural and component Design using
CAE Techniques. A large group of design ap-
plications, in which the computer has played a
progressively increasing role In recent years,
is the use of computer graphic techniques in
civil-structural and component design and
engineering.

Computer-aided design and engineering
(CAD/CAE) of plant structures and components
combine graphic techniques with stress analy-
sis computer codes. Dimensional configura-
tions and nodal meshes for finite-element
analysis can be developed by means of the
graphic software package. Equipment charac-
teristics can then be transmitted to, and used
as input for, computer programs for stress
analysis. Conversely, the results of such
computerizes: calculations can be graphically
plotted using the graphic capabilities of the
system. Dimensional drawings, including bills
of materials and details of characteristics,
can also be obtained from the computer through
a plotter.

Together with the production of non-
dimensional drawings, previously discussed,
component design by computers has found a
widespread application today in A/E work for
nuclear projects. These applications are used
en a routine basis and are providing substan-
tial benefits in terms of time, costs and
quality of the design product.

Automated Piping Analysis and Support
Design. A significant advancement in handling
with high productivity the enormous amount of

work associated with piping stress analysis,
support design and production of fabrication/
erection isometrics in a nuclear project, has
been made possible through the adoption of
CAD/CAE concepts for these activities. Foi
this purpose, the use of a large, interactive,
modular, three-dimensional engineering, design
and data base management system to fully inte-
grate and automate the process of piping
analysis, support design, isometric production
and material take-off and listing is providing
excellent results.

A system like this manages and integrates
a set of computer programs organized in
modules to allow the user to develop the work
on the computer in a similar manner, but much
more simply than if he were doing it with the
conventional methods used in the past. Inter-
active graphic workstations connected to the
mainframe computer allow the user to introduce
the following into the machine: (a) The
piping configuration in isometric representa-
tion; (b) Location and type of supports (this
can also be done automatically by the system)
and, (c) Load data and load cases.

Once this is ready, the user, interacting
with the various modules in the system, can
automatically:

a. Perform the piping stress analysis and
demonstrate piping code compliance. Result
summaries and reports are generated by the
computer.

•
b. Using the support loads from the piping
analysis, select the supports from a catalog
of standardized support designs for the pro-
ject stored in the computer, and obtain
through a plotter the support fabrication
drawings, including fully dimensioned support
components and auxiliary steel structures,
with bills of materials.

c. Obtain, through a plotter, the stress,
fabrication and/or erection isometrics with
bills of materials. Pipe spool drawings can
also be produced. Material take-offs are
automatically generated.

Use of CAD/CAE in Electrical and I&C
Design. The large amount of data, engineering
lists and detail drawings typical of the elec-
trical and I&C disciplines make them parti-
cularly suitable for computer-aided design and
enginpering. Excellent results are being
obtained in A/E work by using an interactive,
modular, CAD/CAE system, to automate the elec-
trical and I&C design activities.

A system like the one we refer to here
uses a data base structure to store, link and
handle all the electrical data in the pro-
ject. Three groups of modular computer pro-
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grams are provided to process the information
contained in the data bases, each group
specialized in one of the following types of
application:

a. Electrical and I&C Engineering Informa-
tion Management Programs, providing the follow-
ing typical output:

1. Equipment, apparatus, instrument and
electrical load lists

2. Automatic cable routing through the tray
and conduit network modeled in the computer

3. Computer generated cable list and cable
termination sheets

4. Tray and conduit occupancy

5. Material lists

b. Electrical Calculation and Analysis Pro-
grams, generating the following output:

1. Electrical engineering calcuations (e.g.
load balancing, short-circuit analysis, etc.)

2. Electrical transient analysis (e.g. fast
transfer studies)

c. Automatic Graphic Generation Programs,
used for computer drafting ? ough a plotter
of one-line diagrams, element y control dia-
grams, and front view outline drawings for
power supply centers.

SITE DETAIL DESIGN

It has become common practice in nuclear
projects in Spain, to establish a project
engineering office at site to develop detail
design and provide engineering support and
advice to the construction management and
startup organizations. This office can
decisively contribute to expediting the con-
struction process if it is provided with capa-
bilities and procedures to directly resolve
and approve design deviation requisitions from
those organizations. It should also have its
own data processing equipment linked to the
mainframe computer in the central project
offices, for direct access from the site to
the project data bases.

QUALITY OF DESIGN

As we all know, in nuclear projects, the
engineering and design of safety-related
structures, systems and components have to be
developed under a Quality Assurance (QA) Pro-
gram. Based on the experience accumulated in
our companies, we have come to the conclusion
that QA programs may significantly contribute
to the quality of design, rather than just

become a routine process to be complied with,
if proper organizational structure and
methodology is established to implement the QA
requirements in the A/E work.

Our positive experience in this area
evolves from two practices:

a. Performing systematic design reviews

b. Carrying out product-oriented QA audits.

Systematic Design Reviews

It is considered good practice to perform
systematic design reviews by a Design Review
Department which is independent of the produc-
tion line departments (e.g. civil, mechanical,
electrical, I&C, etc.) and which incorporates
experienced engineers and designers in the
various project disciplines, that are solely
concerned with independent verification of the
design documents produced by the other depart-
ments participating in the project.

In their systematic verification of the
safety-related, design documents, they use a
product-oriented philosophy. Under this
approach, the review concentrates on the suit-
ability of the design solution, use of correct
design inputs, proper application of codes,
standards and regulatory requirements, analy-
sis methodology, reliability of Jesuits and
design solutions, etc. It is, therefore, a
technical review, concerned more with the
quality of the designed product than with the
sole compliance of project procedures (i.e.
process-oriented).

Proiect-Oriented 0A Audits

The practice described above is comple-
mented by product-oriented 0.A audits, . per-
formed by the QA team of engineers monitoring
correct implementation of the QA program in
the project.

Experience shows that strict compliance
with procedures does not always result in a
suitable design, exempt from deficiencies.
For this reason, when the technical depart-
ments developing the project engineering and
design are subject to planned and periodic
audits by the QA Department, the auditing team
incorporates specialized engineers from the
production-line (technical) departments not
having direct responsibility in the area being
audited, so that the process-oriented approach
(i.e. verification of the project procedures
and QA program) more closely identified with
QA personnel, is complemented with a product-
oriented approach (i.e. assurance of a quality
design product) more characteristic of the
technical staff.
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COMPLETE DETAIL DESIGN BY THE A/E COMPANY

The hiring of too many contractors
developing detail design activities as part of
their contract should be avoided. The quality
of the design could be impaired if different
design criteria, solutions and documentation
are used. We suggest developing the detail
design under A/E control or responsibility to
the greatest extent practical in all project
areas, either at the central project offices
or at site, whichever place is more convenient
for each situation. A/Es should do the
design. Contractors should concentrate on
manufacturing, constructing and erecting.

PLANNING THE PLANT CONSTRUCTION

When planning the construction of a
nuclear power plant, our experience indicates
that the design work should follow a sequence
with sufficient time allocated to develop each
step in this design sequence, keeping in mind
the following:

a. Basic engineering should be essentially
complete before starting the project detail
design activities.

b. Construction drawings (i.e. detail de-
sign) should be substantially complete prior
to the start of construction. From that point
on, engineering and design should always be
ahead of construction.

c. Procurement of equipment should be
expedited so that manufacturers' drawings
are available to proceed with detail design
- this has been mentioned before - but little
will be accomplished if material and equipment
are not delivered on time to the site, so that
construction drawings can indeed be utilized.

PERSONNEL TRAINING

The strength of an A/E company has a lot
to do with the technical competence of its
staff. For this reason, a comprehensive and
continuous training program for managers,
engineers and designers should be established
if they are to be kept up-to-date with chang-
ing technological requirements in the nuclear
industry. Also, in certain countries, train-
ing and indoctrination of newly employed staff
muy be the only way to cope with the shortage
of experienced technical personnel available
in the country.

LEARNING FROM OTHERS: EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

The availability of a good technical in-
formation acquisition and distribution system
is essential for steady progress in an engi-
neering organization in a country far from the
center where this information is generated,

which is normally in the main supplier's
country of origin. The following are some
ideas obtained from our experience in this
matter:

a. It is highly recommended that a contract
with a company specialized in the supply of
technical information in the NSSS supplier's
country of origin be established, so as to
systematically receive up-to-date information
on regulatory requirements, the solutions
provided for problems relevant to similar
projects or reference plants in that country,
technical reports, etc.

b. From time to time, it is advisable to
visit other countries to see what their
industry and, in particular, specialized
consulting companies, offer as new develop-
ments in specialized areas not always covered
by more conventional architect-engineering
firms. This involves buying ideas and then
developing them by adapting them to one's
specific needs.

c. Technical information should be acces-
sible at all company levels. It is necessary
to subscribe to specialized publications,
technical magazines, codes and standards which
are published, regulatory guides, etc. The
organization of a good library and of an
internal information service which keeps
personnel involved in the project up to date,
will contribute to maintaining a level of
confidence in such personnel, derived from the
feeling generated by knowing that one is up-
to-date.

d. A group should be established to review
and distribute, within the organization, the
information published on nuclear power plant
construction and operation experience for
feedback into the design.

CONCLUSION

The effort to improve the capabilities of
local A/E firms in countries beginning a
nuclear program should focus on implementing
within their organizations those practical and
effective project management and design tech-
niques recognized today by the nuclear commu-
nity as positive contributions to nuclear pro-
jects. This paper has presented some of our
own positive experiences at EMPRESARIOS
AGRUPADOS and IN1TEC in developing architect-
engineering and construction management
activities for nuclear projects in Spain.
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